The design and operation of a proof-of-principle rectangular He-Ne ring laser resonator with a cavity perimeter of 77.0 m and area 367.5 m 2 are described.
Introduction
Until the last decade, most ring laser research was devoted to developing small reliable devices suitable for airborne guidance systems. Recently investigators [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
from New
Zealand, Germany, and the United States have been interested in exploiting the sensitivity and dynamic range of large ring lasers, for example to study geophysical phenomena.
These efforts have focused on active ring laser resonators as opposed to laser-excited optical fiber resonators and laser-excited vacuum ring resonators. We report here the results of a collaborative project, dubbed Ultra-G, in which an active rectangular He-Ne ring laser resonator measuring 21 m x 17.5 m was constructed and tested. The particular configuration reported here is denoted UG1a, in contrast to a larger proposed laser UG2, the label a denoting its operation in air as opposed to vacuum. To our knowledge this is the largest operational active ring laser ever built. The laser was deployed 30 m underground in a former World War II bunker located in the Cashmere suburb of Christchurch, New Zealand. Its temperature and mechanical stability make this a unique laboratory for such research.
A first laser, of area 0.75 m 2 and called C-I for "Canterbury-I,'' was built over [1988] [1989] [1990] 
Experimental Approach
In an active ring laser interferometer, coherent waves of light are projected simultaneously around the laser cavity in a clockwise and a counterclockwise direction. A relatively small amount of light from each of the counter-propagating waves is transmitted through each of the dielectric mirrors. The transit time for the waves to make a complete path around a rotating cavity depends on the direction of their propagation. Consequently, in an unlocked ring laser there is a difference in the resonant frequencies of the two waves. To measure their beat or Sagnac frequency, the light waves transmitted at one mirror are superimposed and directed onto an optical detector. The Sagnac frequency induced by Earth rotation is given by 4 δf = 4AΩ cosΘ/λρ where δf is the Sagnac frequency, A is the area of the cavity, ρ the perimeter of the cavity, λ the laser wavelength, Ω the Earth rotation rate, and Θ the angle between the cavity area vector and the Earth's axis of rotation.
In the UG1a configuration reported here, a Jodon SE-8603 plasma tube 0.86 m long and with a bore of 7.8 mm is mounted midway between the mirrors on one of the longer sides.
A combination of a d.c. discharge current of approximately 13 mA and radio-frequency (rf) excitation of order 3 W was used to produce the plasma. Rf excitation produces less electrical noise, but needed supplementation with the discharge current to maintain the plasma. The tube is filled with a 11:1:1 ratio of 3 He, 20 Ne, and
22
Ne at a total pressure of 2.90 torr, producing a homogeneous pressure-broadened linewidth of~200 MHz. This mirror geometry proved easier to align with the mirrors available to us. However, this mirror configuration is not optimal since it introduces an asymmetry about the gain tube.
The waists in the vertical plane (1.14 mm) and in the horizontal plane At 99.7% reflectance the mirrors were inferior to the supermirrors used on the other
Cashmere lasers. 2, 3 The beam lines were not evacuated; atmospheric pressure changes degraded the ring laser's stability, and atmospheric dust increased losses significantly.
Humidity was a serious problem, possibly through water molecules coating the mirrors.
Positive pressure was maintained in the beam lines with dry nitrogen.
The beam spots drift over the mirrors typically by a few centimeters per day. As a result, mirror readjustment every few hours is needed to maintain a reasonable duty cycle for Sagnac operation. This drift doubtless reflects creep in the Newport 600-A2 kinematic mirror mounts and environmental factors such as earth tides, ambient pressure and cavern temperature changes, mediated by gas changes and cavern twist and tilt. Tiltmeter records
show that tilts of the cavern wall and floor on the timescale of a few hours are of the order of microradians; this alone translates into a beam walk of the order of millimeters.
Adjustments of the mirrors and the rf power and discharge current control the operating regime and mode structure of the ring laser.
Results
The Figure 2 ; the estimates were made by second-order regression analysis at 3-second intervals on a data stream sampled at 800 Hz. In Figure 3 , the relative Allan deviation of these estimates is plotted; sampling uncertainties are indicated using the method of Ng and Pines. An upgrade of the current system to include an all-vacuum system and radio-frequency excitation (dubbed UG1v) is scheduled for the summer of 2001. This will be built much in the style of an earlier Canterbury laser 2 (G0) (which had a perimeter of 14 m), avoiding
Brewster windows and using supermirrors. Later it is hoped to extend this to a rectangular ring laser (dubbed UG2) approximately 21 m x 38 m, the area of the cavern. Geophysical measurements of, for example, the rotational component of seismic waves will be greatly facilitated.
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